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™

Engineering solutions to
specific bonding challenges

A 60-year legacy of custom adhesive formulations
Whether you’re producing tubes and cores, corner and edge protectors, boxes or folding
cartons, you need more than off-the-shelf adhesives. Companies like yours benefit from
developing strong bonds with paper and packaging experts—people who first study your
applications then engineer an adhesive solution that will work better and more consistently
for you and your customers.
With over a century of R&D experience adhering paper fibers, Sonoco partners with some
of the world’s leading brands to provide superior quality bonding solutions. Our experience
offers you ready access to productivity gains and many other benefits. You also get a singlesource paper and adhesives supplier to help you solve problems today and succeed tomorrow.

Tubes, cores and
composite cans
Our first-hand
knowledge of tube
and core manufacturing
includes more than a century of winding experience. Such
unmatched expertise has helped us
develop a wide variety of liquid
polymer-based adhesives, as
well as custom formulations
to meet individual customer
process needs.

Edge and corner
protection
Though similar to tube and
core production, making edge
and corner protection offers
challenges of its own. Sonoco
offers both dry blends and
liquid-based adhesives with
a cost-effective approach
to match performance
with your price and budget
considerations.

Other applications
Because every box- and carton-making process
can have variables that affect your production, we
always consider those factors when
formulating a bonding solution.
GLUE LAP, or MANUFACTURERS’
JOINT applications present
challenges for viscosity,
wet tack, set speed and
difficult substrates.
CASE and CARTON SEAL
glues are process-tailored which
encompasses a wide variety of factors that
can influence the bond’s effectiveness.
LABEL and LITHO LAMINATING often require a specific
formulation of liquid polymer-based adhesive to match
your substrate and production objectives. Our new
dextrin/polymer hybrid may
be an attractive and
economical answer
for your line.

Applications
n Tubes and cores
n Composite cans
n Reels
n Laminating
n Air filtration
n Kraft bags
n Angleboard
n Case and carton sealing
n Labeling
n Header/ream/roll wrap
n Box manufacturing—joint and
glue lap

Providing long lasting,
productivity enhancing solutions
Instead of working to get the attention of a volumedriven adhesives vendor, you gain quick access to
Sonoco technology, such as machinery and paper
manufacturing, paper converting and
packaging development and testing. Such
depth and breadth of expertise results in total
cost reductions, peace-of-mind and the insights
of a company dedicated to creating higherperforming adhesives.
Learn what it’s like to find an adhesives supplier you’ll
want to stick with for the long term. Please get in touch
and start creating some strong bonds with Sonoco.

+(843) 383-7272 | sonoco.com

n Point-of-purchase displays
n Protective packaging
n Blister cards
n Product assembly
...and many more.

Packaging capabilities
n Liquid adhesives
s Tankers
s Totes
s Drums

n Dry blends
s Bags
s Super Sacks

n Hot melt
s Drums
s Boxes
s Bags
s Gaylords
s Super Sacks

Research and Development Chemist Gregory Lesley utilizes the latest
technology to formulate a customized adhesive mixture. Our industryleading capabilities allow us to supply on a global scale while still
providing customer-specific adhesive solutions.

A 60-year legacy of custom adhesive formulations

Sonoco draws from more than 115 years of expertise in
paperboard and adhesive chemistry to produce the highest
quality solutions. If you have a need for an excellent
adhesive, call us today—we can help!
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